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Deterministic and Stochastic Study of Wind Farm
Harmonic Currents
Luis Sainz, Juan Jose Mesas, Remus Teodorescu, Senior Member, IEEE, and Pedro Rodriguez, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Wind farm harmonic emissions are a well-known
power quality problem, but little data based on actual wind farm
measurements are available in literature. In this paper, harmonic
emissions of an 18 MW wind farm are investigated using extensive
measurements, and the deterministic and stochastic characterization of wind farm harmonic currents is analyzed. Specific issues
addressed in the paper include the harmonic variation with the
wind farm operating point and the random characteristics of their
magnitude and phase angle.
Index Terms—Harmonics, statistical analysis, wind power generation, wind turbines.

I. INTRODUCTION
HE NUMBER of wind farms is increasing worldwide.
In addition, the wind turbines (WTs) installed in these
farms are over 1 MW. This poses power quality problems such
as harmonic current emissions [1]–[8]. These, mainly caused
by high-power converters with low switching frequency, imperfections in control systems, nonlinearities in generators and
transformers, etc., provoke voltage distortion in networks, and
their measurement and inclusion in WT power certificates are
therefore required by current standards [8]–[10].
Knowledge of wind farm harmonic behavior is fundamental to study the influence of these farms on network harmonic
distortion. Thus, the assessment of the wind farm harmonic
spectrum and the analysis of the influence of the WT operating
point on it are important issues in wind farm studies. Although
WT harmonic emissions are a well-known topic, very few studies based on actual measurements have been published [2]–[6].
Since WT behavior stochastically varies with time, wind farm
harmonic currents cannot be described by a deterministic assessment only. In addition, the random operating conditions of WTs
require the application of probabilistic techniques to characterize wind farm harmonic currents correctly. There is a lack of
studies on this topic in the literature and only references [1]–[3]
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analyze the stochastic assessment of these currents. The former discusses the summation of random harmonic currents due
to individual WTs and theoretically determines the probability density function (pdf) of the net harmonic current of wind
farms. The latter characterizes the statistical behavior of WT
harmonic current emissions from experimental measurements.
On the other hand, there are many general studies on the pdfs
of harmonic current phasors and the probability characteristics
of their sum [11]–[13].
In this paper, the harmonic current behavior of an 18 MW
wind farm is investigated from a large number of measurements. The wind farm harmonic emissions are studied, and the
influence of the wind farm working point on these emissions is
analyzed. In addition, scatter plots of the harmonics (magnitude
and phase angle) versus the wind farm output power are presented, and the random behavior of the harmonic emissions is
analyzed from the experimental measurements. The pdfs of the
harmonic magnitudes and phase angles are discussed and compared in detail with the analytical and empirical distributions
in the literature. Finally, two pdfs are proposed to characterize
the harmonic current stochastic behavior: Stacy distribution for
the magnitudes and a combination of normal and uniform distributions, which is called normal–uniform distribution, for the
phase angles.
II. WIND FARM MEASUREMENTS
A. Studied Wind Farm
The aim of the study is to investigate the harmonic current
emissions of the wind farm in the one-line diagram of Fig. 1.
The farm consists of 30 × 600 kW WT squirrel-cage induction generators (SCIGs) connected to the medium voltage (MV)
collector with 20/0.69 kV transformers. Although not shown in
Fig. 1, power quality conditioners are generally connected to
WTs to improve power quality. The rated power of the wind
farm is PN = 18 MW and the rated current at the point of common coupling (PCC) is IN = 522 A. A 110/20 kV transformer
substation connects the MV and high voltage (HV) busbars.
The wind farm harmonic currents ih = ih  φh = xh + jyh
at the PCC depend on the sum of the individual WT harmonic
currents iw t,h = iw t,h  φw t,h = xw t,h + jyw t,h , i.e.,
ih = ih  φh = xh + jyh =

N

w t=1

=

N


iw t, h

xw t, h + j

N


yw t, h

w t=1

(1)

w t=1

where N = 30 is the number of WT SCIGs in the wind farm.
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Fig. 1.

Structure of the wind farm.

B. Harmonic Current Measurements
Measurements were carried out at the wind farm PCC (i.e.,
at the wind farm MV collector, Fig. 1) with a power network
analyzer AR5-L of CIRCUTOR according to the requirements
of IEC 61400-21 [9] and IEC 61000-4-7 [10] standards. The analyzer has a 0.5% voltage and current accuracy class, a sampling
frequency sufficient to evaluate up to the 63rd harmonic order
and a 1 Mb on-board memory to save all measured or calculated
parameters for future retrieving. The current clamps used in
the measurements have a total full-scale accuracy of 1% with a
bandwidth of 10 Hz to 5 kHz. Active and reactive powers, power
factor, and voltage and current waveforms were recorded over
a 6-day period with a 10-min time interval between readings,
each record being the 10-min average value. The long storage
period allowed obtaining data for the whole power range of the
wind farm, and the 10-min average values provided sufficient
accuracy of the voltage and current measurements to evaluate
outstanding aspects of their harmonic behavior despite the unpredictability of wind conditions [2] and [9]. All the recorded
voltage and current values were stored on a hard disk and treated
with customized MATLAB software for harmonic analysis.
Thus, assuming that the magnitude of the currents is stationary,
the Fourier transform was applied to a 20-ms rectangular window, providing a 50-Hz frequency resolution. The harmonics
were evaluated up to the 15 order (2.5 kHz for 50 Hz systems).
For space reasons, the paper summarizes the most representative results obtained to support the conclusions drawn.
III. DETERMINISTIC ASSESSMENT OF THE WIND FARM
HARMONIC CURRENTS
A. Current Harmonic Spectrum
The measured wind farm output current and MV collector
voltage waveforms are shown in Fig. 2(a), considering two

Fig. 2. Wind farm measurements at PCC for two power ratios: (a) voltage and
output current waveforms. (b) Harmonic spectrum of phase A current.

wind farm power ratios (percentage of PN ). It was also numerically verified that the reactive power does not change significantly from lagging (P/PN = 18%) to leading (P/PN = 96%),
and consequently the power factor changes from extreme values (outliers) of one to values close to one, respectively [see
Fig. 2(a)]. Although the current waveforms are not perfectly
balanced due to the unbalance of the MV collector voltages
vA , vB , and vC , the current unbalance is small enough to allow the study of the harmonic currents only from the phase A
current. The voltage unbalance can be quantified from the unbalance factor of the MV collector voltages mv = v+ /v− , where
v+ and v− are the positive and negative sequence components
of these voltages, which can be calculated from the Fortescue
transformation [18]
⎡
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Time course of the total harmonic distortion and output power ratio.

In the studied cases, mv ,18% = 0.2% and mv ,96% = 0.21%.
Thus, only the harmonic spectrum of the phase A current (ih
with h = 3, 5. . .) referred to the wind farm rated current IN
is plotted in Fig. 2(b). The even harmonics were also measured
and assessed, but are not included in the figure due to their
negligible value. The following remarks on the aforementioned
measurements can be made.
1) The dominant harmonics belong to the low-order set (in
particular, the highest are fifth and seventh).
2) Low-order zero sequence harmonics, in particular third
and ninth, also appear in the spectrum due to the unbalance
of the MV collector voltages vA , vB , and vC .
3) A high-order harmonic pattern can also be recognized in
the current spectrum between 1.0 and 2.0 kHz (21st–41st
harmonics for 50 Hz systems).
B. Effect of WT Operating Point on Harmonic Currents
Harmonic current emission dependence on the WT operating
point (i.e., wind speed conditions) is an important issue in wind
farm studies.
To analyze this dependence, the time course of the total harmonic current distortion (THDI) and the wind farm output power
is outlined in Fig. 3 for the measurement period. The total distortion is calculated from the recorded current waveforms according to IEC 61000-3-6 [17]
THDI(1) =

50
2
k =2 ik

i1

Fig. 4. Wind farm harmonic distortion versus output power for the total measurement period: (a) THDI referred to the fundamental component (left) and the
rated value (right) of the WT farm current. (b) HDI1 and HDIh referred to the
rated value of the WT farm current.

where i1 and ik are the fundamental and harmonic components
of the wind farm output current at the PCC. As can be seen, the
THDI(1) course is characterized by high and low values under
low and high generation conditions, respectively. This result is
also summarized in Fig. 4(a), which shows the scatter plot of the
THDI(1) versus the output power from the measurement results
of the whole investigated period. It is noted that the THDI(1)
value at the wind farm PCC falls exponentially with power
output.
The harmonic distortion behavior observed in Fig. 4(a) is not
due to the falling level of harmonic currents but to a rising value
of the fundamental current. This becomes clear by analyzing
the total and the individual harmonic current distortion, defined
as [9]

THDI(N) =
(3)

50
2
k =2 ik

IN

(N)

HDIh

=

ih
,
IN

(h = 1, 3 . . .)
(4)
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Fig. 5. Wind farm harmonic current emission (95% values) for the whole
range of power (dashed line) and for different loading conditions (bars).

where IN represents the wind farm rated current and ih the
fundamental and harmonic components of the wind farm output
current at the PCC. Thus, for the whole measurement period,
the time course and the scatter plot of the THDI(N ) are shown
(N )
in Figs. 3 and 4(a), respectively, and the scatter plots of HDIh
of the first, third, fifth, and seventh harmonics are shown in
Fig. 4(b). From these figures, the following can be noted.
1) The fundamental current increases proportionally with the
wind farm output power while the harmonic currents vary
stochastically.
2) The fifth and seventh harmonics are the dominant ones,
and the total harmonic distortion depends mainly on them.
3) In spite of the random behavior of the wind farm harmonic currents and based on their small variation with
respect to the wind farm operating point, for harmonic
load flow purposes these currents are usually modeled as
fixed current injections of given amplitudes per frequency.
In accordance with IEC 61000 standards, the magnitudes
adopted for harmonic current injections are generally the
95% nonexceeding probability values of these currents.
Thus, Fig. 5 shows the third, fifth, and seventh harmonic
current values for the whole range (dashed line) and for
different ranges (bar plot) of power. It is observed that
fixed current injection modeling must be taken with care
because the 95% nonexceeding probability values clearly
depend on the power level.
To consider the summation effects of different harmonic
sources (e.g., wind farms), besides the magnitudes of these
sources, their phase angles are required. Thus, Fig. 6 shows
the phase angle scatter plots of the most significant harmonic
currents (i.e., fifth and seventh harmonics) versus the output
power of the whole investigated period. The random behavior
of these angles, which is also true for the other harmonics, is
worth noting. Although this behavior is usually considered as
uniformly distributed over the interval [0◦ , 360◦ ) in the literature, Fig. 6 reveals that it must be analyzed in more detail.
From the earlier analysis, the following observations about
the consideration of wind farms in harmonic penetration studies
based on the current injection method can be made.
1) Deterministic models are usually based on the arithmetical
sum of the average or the 95% values of the measured wind

Fig. 6.

Phase angles of the wind farm fifth and seventh harmonic currents.

farm harmonic currents. These models are the simplest
ones and compensate for the lack of information about
harmonic current phase angles. Nevertheless, they lead to
overestimation of system harmonic distortion because the
random variation of harmonics (in particular their phase
angles) is disregarded.
2) At present, wind farm harmonic currents are modeled as
random variables characterized by their pdfs. These models are the most realistic ones but their determination is
not a simple task due to the complex random behavior of
WTs and the shortage of data.
In the next section, the most significant harmonic currents
injected by the wind farm are stochastically assessed from field
measurements.
IV. STOCHASTIC ASSESSMENT OF WIND FARM
HARMONIC CURRENTS
In general, it is necessary to apply probabilistic techniques
to evaluate the harmonic currents of wind farms because the
operating conditions of WTs vary stochastically with time. This
is reflected by the experimental results in Figs. 4(b) and 6. The
simplest procedure to obtain the pdfs of wind farm currents is
the Monte Carlo method if the pdfs of the individual WT harmonic currents are assumed known. Nevertheless, this method
does not provide closed-form solutions. For this reason, several
studies have been conducted to obtain analytical pdf expressions. If no fully analytical solution can be reached, sometimes
there exist empirical solutions, which allow the determination
of closed-forms equaling some statistical moments of actual and
approximate distributions [12], [14]. In this section, the third,
fifth, and seventh harmonic distributions obtained from wind
farm experimental measurements are discussed and compared
with some of the analytical and empirical distributions in the
literature. Moreover, two pdfs are proposed to characterize the
stochastic behavior of the harmonic current magnitudes and
phase angles. In the statistical study, uppercase letters indicate
random variables (e.g., Xh , Yh , Ih , and Φh ) while lowercase
letters represent the specific values in the variables (e.g., xh , yh ,
ih , and φh ).
The harmonic current emissions of the wind farm depend on
the statistical characteristics of the individual WT harmonic currents (i.e., the pdfs of their magnitudes and phase angles Iw t,h
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Fig. 7. Statistical analysis of the harmonic current x–y projections: (a) scatter plots. (b) pdfs [black line: actual distributions; gray line: normal distributions
2 )].
N (μ (·) , σ (·)

and Φw t,h or their real and imaginary components Xw t,h and
Yw t,h ). However, considering the WT harmonic currents iw t,h
statistically independent of each other [1], the central limit theorem states that the pdfs of Xh and Yh in (1) can be approximated
2
) and N (μY h , σY2 h ) reby the normal distributions N (μX h , σX
h
gardless of the individual variable distributions if the number of
WTs is sufficiently large [11], [12], and [14]. The mean value
and the standard deviation of the aforementioned variables are
given by the following:
μU h =

N


μU w t , h

σU2 h =

w t=1

N


σU2 w t , h

U = X, Y. (5)

w t=1

According to that and considering ρX h Y h the correlation coefficient of the variables, the joint pdf of Xh and Yh in (1) is a
bivariate normal distribution [11], [12], [14], i.e.,
pX h Y h (xh , yh ) =

exp(−T /[2(1 − ρ2X h Y h )])
2πσX h σY h

1 − ρ2X h Y h

(6)

where
T =

(xh − μX h )2
2ρX h Y h (xh − μX h )(yh − μY h )
−
2
σX
σX h σY h
h
+

(yh − μY h )2
.
σY2 h

(7)

The correlation coefficient ranges between ±1, i.e.,
|ρX h Y h | ≤ 1. It is a measure of linear dependence between the
variables, and ρX h Y h = ±1 implies variables perfectly correlated on a straight line with positive/negative slope [11], [12],
[14].

Thus, considering (6), the pdfs of the harmonic magnitudes
and phase angles can be directly derived from the following
relations [11], [12]:
2π

pI h (ih ) =

ih pX h Y h (xh , yh )dφh
0
∞

pΦ h (φh ) =

φh pX h Y h (xh , yh )dih .

(8)

0

The difficulty in analytically solving the aforementioned integrals depends on the correlation coefficient, mean, and standard deviation values of the Xh and Yh projections [12]. If
ρX h Y h = 0 and the variables are jointly normal as in the studied
case, these variables are independent (in general, ρX h Y h = 0
implies linear independence of the random variables but not absolute independence) [14], and the integrals (8) are relatively
easy to handle [12]. The conditions μX h or μY h equal to zero,
and σX h = σY h are also useful to facilitate the solution of the
integrals [12].
Considering the aforementioned comments and before studying the distributions of the harmonic current magnitudes and
phase angles, the random behavior of the third, fifth, and seventh harmonic current Xh and Yh components is analyzed. Thus,
their scatter plots and pdfs are shown in Fig. 7. The ρX h Y h , μ(·) ,
and σ(·) values obtained from experimental measurements are
also labeled in this figure. It can be observed that the Xh and
Yh components of the third and seventh harmonics have small
correlation coefficient and mean and similar standard deviation. Moreover, their pdfs can be approximated by a normal
distribution. On the other hand, the fifth harmonic Xh and Yh
components have a correlation coefficient close to −1 due to the
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Pdf (up) and probability distribution function (down) of the third, fifth, and seventh harmonic current magnitudes.

negative linear dependence, as shown in Fig. 7, and their pdfs
cannot be approximated by a normal distribution.
A. Magnitude Distribution
Fig. 8 shows the pdfs and probability distribution functions
of the third, fifth, and seventh harmonic current magnitudes
obtained from their experimental measurements (gray lines).
The 95% values of the harmonic currents (dashed lines in Fig. 5)
are also labeled in Fig. 8.
In the literature, the WT power quality assessment standard
IEC 61400-21 [9] does not provide any information about the
pdfs of these harmonic emissions and only recommends the
summation rule of WT harmonic currents
β
ih = 

N


w t=1


(iw t, h )β ,

β = 1 for h < 5
β = 1.4 for 5 ≤ h ≤ 10


.

(9)
Reference [1] proposes wind farm harmonic magnitude pdfs
from the theoretical analysis of the summation of WT harmonics in wind farms. Based on [11] and [12], the study assumes
two simplified distributions of the WT harmonic current phasors that verify the hypotheses of ρX h Y h = 0, μX h = μY h = 0,
and σX h = σY h = σ. Thus, considering these distributions and
the central limit theorem approach (6), the integration of (8)
becomes the Rayleigh distribution [12]
 


ih
i2h
pI h (ih ; c) =
exp
−
(10)
c2
2c2
where c = σ. Moreover, the summation rule (9) proposed in [9]
for the wind farm harmonic current magnitude calculation is
also deduced from (10) in [1].

According to [12], a slightly more general distribution than
(10) called Rice distribution can be proposed if the mean value
hypothesis is relaxed, and only one of the means is considered
zero (i.e., μX h = 0 or μY h = 0)

pI h (ih ; c, υ) =

ih
c2



 2
 

ih υ
i + υ2
exp − h 2
I0
2c
c2

(11)

where I0 (·) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind with
order zero, υ = μY h (or μX h ) and c = σ.
Thus, both distributions were fitted to the experimental measurements of the third, fifth, and seventh harmonics. The results are compared with the actual distributions in Fig. 8. It is
observed that the analytical distributions of the third and seventh harmonics closely agree with the actual ones due to the
random characteristics of their Xh and Yh components. Also
note that the Rice distribution is the best because the Xh and
Yh data mean values are not zero, as shown in Fig. 7. This is
not true for the fifth harmonic as its components do not follow a normal distribution and their correlation coefficient is
not zero. These results show that the theoretical assumptions
in [1] about WT harmonic current distributions for the stochastic assessment of wind farm harmonic current emissions are
questionable and must be therefore carefully analyzed from the
experimental measurements in actual installations. These conclusions are confirmed in [2], where the harmonic emissions
of WTs are experimentally investigated and their stochastic behavior is characterized. Thus, the phase angles of the low- and
high-order harmonics are experimentally approximated by normal and uniform distributions, respectively, and the magnitudes
of the low-order harmonics are experimentally approximated by
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levels. It was checked that the results for the fifth harmonic in
Fig. 9 are also true for the third and seventh harmonics.
These distributions were fitted to the actual ones by the
method of moments [14], which is briefly described in
Appendix B.
B. Phase Angle Distribution

Fig. 9.
points.

Pdfs of the fifth harmonic current magnitude at different operating

the Weibull distribution [2], [14]
  α 
 α −1
ih
α ih
pI h (ih ; a, α) =
exp −
a a
a

(12)

which is more general than the Rayleigh distribution because
(10)
√ can be obtained from (12) by setting α = 2 and a =
2c. Unfortunately, no analytical expressions for the magnitude stochastic characterization of wind farm emissions can be
deduced from the WT distributions in [2]. However, the Monte
Carlo simulations numerically confirmed that, considering these
experimental distributions, the pdfs of the wind farm harmonic
magnitudes could also be closely approximated by the Weibull
distribution (12). Thus, this distribution was fitted to the experimental measurements of the third, fifth, and seventh harmonics,
see Fig. 8. Note that it is better than the Rayleigh and Rice distributions but the fifth harmonic results are still not satisfactory.
In this situation, some empirical methods use a not fully analytical demonstration to obtain closed forms of the investigated
distributions [12], [13]. Thus, an empirical solution based on
a generalization of the Gamma distribution presented by Stacy
in [15] and Stacy and Mihram [16] is suggested
  α 
αiαh m −1
ih
exp −
(13)
pI h (ih ; a, m, α) =
Γ(m)aα m
a
where Γ(·) is the Gamma function and a, m, α > 0. This distribution offers a large variety of shapes and includes several
distributions, see Appendix A. A particular case of (13) with
α = 2 for empirical characterization of harmonic magnitude distributions in general cases is proposed in [12] and [13]. Moreover, its moments appear in simple closed-form expressions,
which can be used to better adjust the experimental measurement
distribution. The Stacy distribution was fitted to the experimental measurements of the third, fifth, and seventh harmonics. The
obtained results are compared with the actual distributions in
Fig. 8. It must be noted that the proposed empirical distribution
closely agrees with the actual ones even for the fifth harmonic.
Since the influence of the wind farm operating point on harmonic currents is small (see comments on Figs. 3 and 4 in
Section III-B), the pdfs in Fig. 8 do not change significantly
from one power level to another. To verify this, Fig. 9 provides
the pdfs of the fifth harmonic current at four different power

Harmonic current phase angles are not required in wind farm
studies [9], but they are important for the calculation of harmonic current summations in harmonic penetration analysis.
Thus, Fig. 10 shows the pdfs of the third, fifth, and seventh harmonic current phase angles obtained from their experimental
measurements.
Considering the two simplified distributions for WT harmonic currents in [1], the phase angle pdfs could be fitted
with the uniform distribution from 0◦ to 360◦ , i.e., Φh ∼
U (0◦ , 360◦ ). Nevertheless, as commented for the magnitudes in
Section IV-A, this theoretical result, which is the only one
available in the literature to the knowledge of the authors, is
questionable and must therefore be carefully analyzed from experimental measurements. Thus, considering the experimental
distributions for WT harmonic currents in [2], the Monte Carlo
method numerically confirmed that the pdfs of the wind farm
harmonic phase angles could be closely fitted with the normal
and uniform distributions for low- and high-order harmonics,
respectively.
It is observed that the third and fifth harmonic phase angles
have a normal-type distribution (one and two distinct normaltype peaks, respectively) whereas the seventh harmonic phase
angle tends to a uniform-type distribution over the whole [0◦ ,
360◦ ) interval. It was verified that the phase angles of harmonics higher than seventh also exhibit uniform-type distributions.
Considering this and applying the total probability theorem [14],
the following pdf, which is called normal–uniform distribution,
is proposed to describe the stochastic behavior of wind farm
harmonic current phase angles
pΦ h (φh ; d1 , μ1 , σ12 , d2 , μ2 , σ22 ) = d1 N (φh ; μ1 , σ12 )
+ d2 N (φh ; μ2 , σ22 ) + d3 U (φh ; lb, ub)

(14)

where N (μ, σ) is the normal distribution, U (lb, ub) is the uniform distribution, lb = 0◦ (lower boundary), ub = 360◦ (upper
boundary), and d1 , d2 , and d3 are weighting factors verifying
that d1 + d2 + d3 = 1 (i.e., d3 = 1 − d1 − d2 ) and 0 ≤ di ≤ 1
(i = 1, 2, 3). The normal–uniform distribution was fitted to the
experimental measurements. The obtained results are compared
with the actual distributions in Fig. 10. It must be noted that the
proposed distribution gives a correct result. This distribution
was fitted to the actual ones by the method of moments [14],
which is briefly described in Appendix B.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the harmonic emissions of a 30 × 600 kW
WT SCIG wind farm are analyzed using field measurements to
contribute to the understanding of wind farm harmonic behavior.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the investigation.
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Fig. 10.

Pdfs of the third, fifth, and seventh harmonic current phase angles.

TABLE I
SPECIAL CASES OF THE STACY DISTRIBUTION (OBTAINED FROM [12])

Fig. 11.

Special cases of the Stacy distribution.

APPENDIX B
1) Low-order characteristic harmonics are the dominant ones
in the analyzed measurements.
2) A high-order harmonic pattern can also be recognized in
the wind farm harmonic spectrum.
3) The harmonic distortion shows a clear random behavior
despite the small influence of the wind farm operating
point on it.
The paper also discusses the analytical and empirical distributions of wind farm harmonic currents in the literature, compares these distributions with those obtained from experimental
measurements, and proposes pdf closed forms of wind farm
harmonic currents. Thus, the Stacy and the normal–uniform
distributions are used to statistically characterize the current
magnitudes and phase angles, respectively. This is useful for
statistically studying network harmonic distortion in the presence of wind farms and for analyzing the cancellation effect due
to the harmonic current phase angle diversity on net harmonic
currents injected by wind farms.

APPENDIX A
SPECIAL CASES OF THE STACY DISTRIBUTION
The pdfs included in the Stacy distribution are presented
in Table I, and Fig. 11 provides some examples of these
distributions.

ANALYTICAL PDF FITTING TO ACTUAL DISTRIBUTIONS
To fit an analytical pdf gZ (z; κ1 , . . . , κm ) to an actual distribution, the gZ parameters κ1 to κm must be estimated from the
independently observed data z1 , . . . , zn of the actual distribution [14].
Thus, considering
δi (κ1 , . . . , κm ) = E(Z i ) =

∞
−∞

z n gZ (z)dz, i = 1, 2, . . .
(15)

the ith theoretical or population moment of Z, and
1 i
z , i = 1, 2, . . .
n j =1 j
n

Di =

(16)

the ith sample moment of the observed data, the estimation
of the parameters κ1 to κm can be performed by the method
of moments, which consists in equating a sufficient number of
sample moments to the population ones to determine estimators
κ1,e to κm ,e of the parameters, i.e.,
δi (κ1, e , . . . , κm , e ) = Di ,

i = 1, 2, . . . m.

(17)

Although low-order moment equations are preferred because
they require less manipulation of observed data, any convenient
set of m equations is sufficient to obtain m estimators. The Rice,
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THEORETICAL MOMENTS OF THE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
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And the normal–uniform distribution is fitted with the following moment equations:
δi (d1e , μ1e , σ1e , d2e , μ2e , σ2e ) = d1e Mi (μ1e , σ1e )
1  k k −i
lb ub = Di
i+1
i

+ d2e Mi (μ2e , σ2e ) + (1 − d1e − d2e )

k =0

i = 1 to 7

(24)

where Mi is the expressions of the ith moments of the normal
distributions, see Table II.
Rayleigh, and Stacy distribution fittings are presented shortly
according to this procedure.
The Rice distribution is fitted with the following moment
equations:


π
L1/2
2

δ1 (ce , υe ) = ce


−

υe2
2c2e

= D1

REFERENCES
(18)

where L1/2 (u) denotes Laguerre polynomial
L1/2 (u) = exp(u/2) ((1 − u)I0 (−u/2) − uI1 (−u/2)) (19)
and Iη (·) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of
order η.
The Weibull distribution is fitted with the following moment
equation:
i = 1, 2

(20)

The Rayleigh distribution is fitted with the following moment
equation:
δ2 (ce ) = 2c2e = D2

⇒

ce =



0.5D2 .

(21)

The Stacy distribution is fitted with the following moment
equations:
δi (ae , me , αe ) = aie

Γ (me + i/αe )
= Di ,
Γ (me )

i = 1, 2 (22)

and

ae =

αe

E(Z α e )
.
me
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A different procedure to fit the Stacy distribution is proposed
in [16].
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